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§An organization's human capital includes the skills, knowledge and abilities 
that workers bring to their work and how they use them. Effective occupational 
safety and health (OSH) management helps workers safely operate in their 
work environments, making OSH a foundational element of human capital.

§CSHS is leading the debate on how organizations can better protect and make 
best use of their people (human capital).  By helping workers safely and 
healthily operate in their work environments underpins overall corporate 
performance and organizational sustainability.

§Fourth in a series of invite-only workshops under our Human Capital Project. 
The event was hosted by L'Oréal and supported by the Institution of 
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH).

§Key individuals participating in the Human Capital Workshop today have 
joined us to provide their perspective on the events of the day.
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Quick Summary Take A Ways

§The safety profession has an opportunity to lead the human capital / 
sustainability discussion
§Each respective partner organization, along with CSSE can lead with 
100K practitioners voices around the globe
§CSHS and CSSE are moving to advance the discussion 
§Exciting support and continued work on human capital



Open Forum & Discussion



Thank You

To continue the conversation on sustainability, 
please visit 

https://csse.in1touch.org/client/forum/78/themes.html



Eight Critical Steps to Fleet Safety Excellence
Spencer McDonald • Thursday, April 25, 2019

Data Literacy for OHS Professionals
Waqar Mughal & Ken Page • Wednesday, May 22, 2019

Best-in-Class Contractor Management
Darren Hamman • Tuesday, June 18, 2019

Call for Webinar Proposals
Accepting proposals for Fall 2019 Webinars • Submission Deadline: April 22, 2019
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